
BUCK FULL MOON 

LUNAR MOTHER - CREATIVITY PROMPT

RISING INSIGHT
 
 

In this Lunar Mother Wheel - Creativity Prompt you are going to lean into
rising insight and embrace layers of deeper feeling through Art Journaling.

 
 

This Art Journal has a theme and is going to be the creation of a Book of
Insight. A creative way to move into those places and spaces that are just at
the edge of your consciousness. Bringing softness, tenderness and clarity to

rising understanding whilst allowing a flow of creativity to empower and
enable.
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Embracing the Whole of You



BOOK OF INSIGHT - CREATIVITY  PROMPT

© Lisa Lochhead

TOOLS YOU WILL NEED
 

A Book - A4 size at least. You can choose a soft cover or hardback. Ive gone
for a soft cover as I feel I want to create a cover for it when I have filled the
book. You could recycle a book, use an old book etc as you white out the
pages. 
Glue - stick, PVA whatever you have is fine.
White Gesso - its primer for the pages. Just a cheap one is fine.
Random acrylic paints. Cheap paints are also fine. You don’t need to spend
loads to create a beautiful book.
Brushes, different sizes, including a good thin one.
Gloss Medium or Matte Medium. I use Liquitex Gloss Medium and Varnish in
all my work but again any quality will be ok.
Pictures, photos, postcards things that you are pulled to or inspire you.
Patterned background design pads - these are pads that contain sheets of
various background designs in loads of colours. You will find them in crafting
outlets. You can also use old music sheets, word pages out of books, recycle
wrapping paper, newspapers, magazines absolutely anything that you want
that adds some composition and builds a theme for your piece. 
Vellum Patterns - again I got this pad from a craft shop ‘The Works’. I love
using these as a starting point for adding fine line layering on my page. There
ar other ways to do this. You could use stamps, stencils or even just draw
around random shapes across your composition and use those lines and
spaces  as a lead in. 
A hairdryer 
Baby wipe, kitchen cloth or random bit of rag.

 



A RECAP FOR YOU 
BASIC STEPS FOR CREATING YOUR PIECE.

 
Step 1 - Glue two pages together and blow dry.
 
Step 2 - White Gesso the pages and blow dry. No you have a gorgeous surface to
work on.
 
Step 3 - Pick two or three pictures. Really feel what draws you rather than
analyse it with the mind. Trust your intution. 
 
Step 4 - Pick out some patterened background.Look at a tone that would work with
the photos you picked. Tear the patterned background to create the size shapes you
want to add to you composition.
 
Step 5 - Pick out your colour tones. Look at you patterned background choice and
photos and choose colours that theme with these pieces.
 
Step 6 - Use your gloss or matte medium to stick down the pictures and patterend
backgrounds on your prepared pages.
 
Step 7 - Add your choice of colours onto a pallete or scrap piece of card. Mix your
tones and start first filling in the blank spaces. Keep layering with the colour tones and
blending in the edges of the pictures and patterned background.
 
Step 8 -  Keep moving freely across your piece and start to pull out with a tone of
colour more form. Mine was to pull out the greenery and trees/forestry feel.
 
Step 9 - All some Vellum Strips, or stencil, stamp or use shapes on your piece. Blend in
with some of your paint around the edges if need be.
 
Step 10 - Change your brush to a fine brush and start to highlight shapes from Step 9
in a colour. Use those shapes as a starting point to extend across your piece and to
create design.
 
Step 11 - On your pictures start to add paint, layers draw out and highlight features,
accents lines etc. Keep working around your page in flow. 
 
Step 12 - Add the complimentary colour and higlights to make your piece pop. 
 
 

 
CREATIVITY PROMPT



 
For this next layer of words I have cut up letters out
of a book that I am repurposing. You could also use
fancy fonts or fonts you like by typing them out and
printing them. 
 
For me these words capture the essence behind the
piece. The flow in creating the piece was a very soft
healing flow at a time of great vulnerability and
challenge. When I picked my images I didn’t know
this is where I was going with the piece but they just
sang in my heart.
 
Creating your pages in this way - first the healing
flow of engaging not knowing through creativity and
then adding your words as drops from the deep. Is a
beautiful way to remind yourself of the power and
ability of you, your Heart, to heal, love and
transform.

Enjoy this beautiful way of creating a meanigful Art
Journal as a Book of Insight that can support, serve and

noursih you every time you open it. 
 

With Love 

ADDING THE NEXT LAYER
 


